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I. Introduction
he science behind Design of Experiments (DOE) has been developing since the 1800s with early work such as "Theory of Probable Inference," by Charles S. Pierce, and later with work by Ronald A. Fisher, "The Design of Experiments 1 ," that effectively established the field of DOE. The field has since expanded and modernized from Fisher's agricultural applications to all fields of modern science and engineering.
Surprisingly, application of DOE theory is not wide spread in aerospace literature, particularly in application to wind tunnel testing and modeling aerospace vehicles. This likely reflects the fact that many existing wind tunnel facilities were not originally designed to accommodate DOE testing methods. Some example applications are investigations by DeLoach [2] [3] [4] , considering various aspects of DOE applied to wind tunnel testing. Examples with more complex aircraft have been made by Landman [5] [6] . Reference 5 describes application of Response Surface Modeling (a subset of DOE) to the Boeing Blended Wing Body (BWB) configuration. In the BWB case some surfaces were ganged together reducing the total number of factors to 8. An efficient fractional factorial design, augmented to a facecentered design (FCD), was created to capture main effects, two and three factor interactions, and pure quadratic terms. In Ref. 6 a novel nested FCD was created for the X-31 aircraft with 5 factors. This design incorporated the advantages of a fractional FCD with 5-levels of measurements. The experiment design ensured 5 equal levels for control surface deflections that cover the full range of motion. Capturing the full range of motion is an important aspect of modeling aircraft control effectors.
This paper highlights an experimental wind tunnel investigation where DOE theory 7 is applied to obtain static aerodynamic models for an advanced and complex aircraft concept. The concept vehicle GL-10 was developed at NASA Langley Research Center. The vehicle is an unmanned aircraft shown in Fig. 1 . GL-10 is a VTOL aircraft designed with a distributed electric propulsion system, tilt wing, tilt tail, and nine control surfaces (six flaperons, two elevators, one rudder). Details of the GL-10 design and development are described in Refs. [8] [9] [10] . The design capitalizes on a distributed electric propulsion system that allows thrust to be applied across the airframe without mechanical complexity and allows a broad scale-free range for the designer. Electric propulsion opens the design space in terms of efficiency and metrics such as power-to-weight ratio, especially for VTOL aircraft. In hover mode both the wing and horizontal tail rotate to a vertical position with all ten propellers working. Eight propellers are stationed across the wing and two on the horizontal tail. In cruise mode the aircraft operates as a normal aircraft with only the two outboard propellers operating on the wings and the remaining props folded.
Two requirements for GL-10 model development were to characterize static aerodynamics in a relatively short period of time and at a relatively low cost. A project decision determined that somewhat larger confidence intervals could be tolerated in order to save time and reduce costs. The GL-10 all-electric prototype control system commands 21 control variables, ten of which are propulsion commands. Two of the control signals, wing tilt and tail tilt, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics significantly change the vehicle's geometric configuration and move the multi-body center of gravity. Nine control signals move three surfaces on each wing, one surface on each horizontal tail, and one surface on a vertical ventral tail. The GL-10's flight envelope encompasses a large range of vehicle configurations, airspeeds, and flight attitudes. Including angle of attack and sideslip, a total of 23 variables or factors required investigation in order to properly model this vehicle.
Characterizing GL-10 aerodynamics under these requirements presents a number of challenges to conventional methods of test where one factor at a time (OFAT) is varied while holding all other variables constant. The first challenge is that the test time required is prohibitive due to the large number of factors involved. A test matrix to map 23 factors and their interactions would take years of conventional testing. The second challenge is handling system errors. The conventional OFAT method assumes testing apparatus remain stable during the testing period. Although corrections for temperature and zero drift in measurement systems are frequently checked, it becomes more difficult in longer test runs. Also the OFAT approach inherently captures any unknown systematic errors. Unfortunately, any errors due to the testing system become confounded with the precision errors and cannot be separated. A third challenge is that the conventional approach does not readily lend itself to detecting response changes due to interactions between input variables. Obtaining cross products (interactions) in the response polynomial models require input designs that produce responses with the proper information content to allow identification of these and other higher order terms. As Fig. 2 suggests, a number of technical disciplines address the issue of modeling in the presence of uncertainty, however, the least desirable approach is the conventional OFAT method. The blind researchers investigating the elephant in Fig. 2 reflect the reality captured in a quote by Box 11 , "Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful."
II. DOE Applied to GL-10
The solution to GL-10 modeling challenges was a series of experiments (including up to a 23 factor experiment) designed using Design of Experiments or specifically Response Surface Modeling (RSM) theory 7 that produced extremely efficient, statistically rigorous designs that minimized prediction error. DOE theory gives researchers a methodology for defining experiments that are very efficient in estimating the effects of input variables, their interactions, and sensitivities of the responses to these inputs. This is done in a statistically rigorous framework that allows optimizations of the designs to produce more robustness with respect to various types of error. In addition, the experimenter can a priori determine how much statistical power is available for the design and ensure that sufficient data is collected to achieve the desired statistical performance. The testing was also facilitated by specific mechanical automation and software capabilities provided in Langley's 12-Foot Wind Tunnel discussed in Ref. 8 .
A. Supporting Basic Tenets of DOE
Facility capabilities described in Ref. 8 allowed the basic principles of DOE to be readily incorporated into the test. Four key principles in DOE theory have a direct bearing on the wind tunnel setup and operational requirements:
Fig. 2 Uncertainty Viewpoints
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1. Orthogonal regressors -orthogonal regressors are uncorrelated to improve estimation calculations. 2. Replication -independent and repeated measurements to assess system noise and uncertainty. 3. Randomization -randomized input test matrix to average out extraneous factors and systematic errors. 4. Blocking -technique to improve precision and reduce variability due to known nuisance factors.
Effectively these principles place requirements on the test facility that can be accommodated by three capabilities: automation, speed, and accurate arbitrary motion. Automation addresses replication and randomization by providing the abilities to command any position of the model, test rig, and all model actuators from a pre-defined user test matrix, followed by recording of input commands, achieved set points (verified by measurements), and aerodynamic responses. Ideally feedback control should be used to ensure set points are achieved as commanded. This is important for repeatability and ensuring regressors achieve their orthogonal design characteristics. Ideally all this information is collected as fast and accurately as possible and then transmitted back in the exact sequence tested to the investigators for analysis. Rapid data acquisition is a key factor that allows a very large number of test points to be collected in a short time. Precision is also helped by incorporating blocking into the experiment design to remove the effects of known sources of error. Blocking to limit the length of each test was also essential for this particular facility since tests longer than a few hours would cause significant overheating of the tunnel motors and tunnel environment.
B. Test Design: The I-Augmented, Nested, Face Centered Design
The foundation for DOE classical designs is the factorial experiment 1 . A factorial design is one which varies all factors simultaneously for all possible combinations. Using two levels for each factor represents a run-efficient method for developing a first order plus interaction model. A full-factorial design in two factor space is shown below in Fig.  3 with the addition of a point at the origin known as a center.
Replicated centers afford a test for possible augmentation to support quadratic model terms. The supported regression model is shown with up to two-factor interactions (2FI) by 0 ... 1, 2,...,
The B's are the fitted regression coefficients and the x's are the factors (independent variables). A refinement (augmentation) to the factorial design is the central composite design 12 (CCD) which adds design points along the axes through the origin of the design space as shown by the square symbols of Fig. 4 . 
The location of the axial points defines this CCD as a face-centered design (FCD). The nested face-centered design is a recent development which allows the nesting of two FCD designs to support the addition of pure cubic terms to the empirical model. The two FCD's may be tuned by fractionating the factorial designs as presented by Landman et al. in Ref. 6 . The design in two-factor space is shown in Fig. 5 .
where the supported model is given by Eq. (3).
Initial designs in this study for GL-10 were attempted using the nested FCD concept which has been described in detail for use with five factors in Ref. 6 . In that study both inner nested FCD and outer FCD were half-fraction factorial designs producing an efficient 5-level, 55-run test with three center points. Simple dimensional expansion beyond 5 factors yields a design which suffers from lack of orthogonality and an increase in parameter variance which quickly degrades as the number of factors are increased. Correlation in the parameter estimates was monitored in the design process using the variance inflation factor (VIF) metric. The VIF represents a measure of multicolinearity or simply stated, a measure of the ability to obtain unique estimates of the regression coefficients. Low values of VIF are desired where a perfectly unique estimate occurs with a VIF of one. A rule-of-thumb used by DOE practitioners 13 is to try to keep VIF values below 10. A solution was found by blending the nested-FCD design points with additional design points found using an I-optimal algorithm. An I-optimal design is one based on minimizing the integrated prediction variance over the design space 7 . The statistical power to estimate regression model terms was evaluated for a difference-to-detect of two standard deviations in the response using a 5% level of significance. The I-optimal augmentation proved beneficial in that the benefits of the nested-FCD were retained, model identification was enhanced, and only a relatively moderate number of test points were added. Validation points were chosen using the same I-optimal algorithm so that they could be used to augment the model or to serve as independent confirmation points.
Design metrics for the designs used are shown in Tables 1-3 . Maximum values of the design metrics show how each design was developed and improved as blocks of additional design points were added to make the final designs. Table 1 shows results for Cruise and Loiter modes where 14 factors were considered, Table 2 shows the Transition mode with 23 factors, and Table 3 presents the Hover mode with 19 factors. Cruise and Loiter mode tests used the same design but differed in the range of angle of attack. Loiter mode flight operations are designed for flight close to stall and thus is a more nonlinear aerodynamic region. The number of runs in the first block of each design is a direct result of the number of factors applied to a minimum-run, resolution V, FCD design with center points. Resolution is a measure that reflects the degree to which regressors are confounded or aliased. Resolution V reflects designs in which no main effect (ME) or two-factor interaction (2FI) is aliased with any other main effect or two-factor iteraction 13 . The second block, forming the nested FCD, is a replicate block scaled for nesting. The basic designs were built around a full quadratic model structure, however, sufficient degrees of freedom were available for cubic terms. For the transition mode, with 23 factors, the first block required 330 runs. This number of runs was also a comfortable limit that avoided tunnel overheating. Consequently, blocks 1 and 2 were run separately for the transition and hover modes. All remaining blocks were run in sequence and the order of runs within a given block was fully randomized. The tables demonstrate VIF levels that are too high (greater than 10) when a relatively large number of factors are applied to a nested FCD, represented by blocks 1 and 2. The high VIF levels are reduced by blending in I-optimal design points as shown when block 3 is included. Retaining the underlying nested FCD allowed the full range of actuation to be tested with 5 levels (an important feature for aircraft applications) and blending optimized points provided acceptable levels for VIF as well as producing a design that minimized prediction error. No constraints were required for any of the factors in this study and all the factors were "easy to change" avoiding the need for split-plot designs. The number of optimal points selected was chosen to be 5 times the number of factors. This was generally found to provide an acceptable VIF as shown in Tables 1-3 for each of the 3-block design cases. A fourth block was added to the design to provide validation points. Models presented in this paper utilize runs from all four blocks. For the fourth block, the number of runs chosen was approximately 10% of the total runs in blocks 1-3.
III. Aerodynamic Modeling Experiments for GL-10
Respecting the project demand for low-cost and rapid modeling of GL-10 aerodynamics forced the authors toward innovative experiment designs. A complex aircraft with 23 factors does not lend itself to a conventional experiment without significantly limiting the number of factors and size of the flight envelope investigated or accepting an extremely lengthy test program. To avoid these limitations and to capture a variety of different test objectives, experiments were developed using DOE/RSM techniques to satisfy the project goals.
A. Test Objectives
The first experiments were exploratory, designed mostly as conventional tests, to help establish some general characteristics of the aircraft and evaluate certain features. These tests define appropriate subspace centers, model order, ranges for the major aerodynamic factors, control effectors, and provide some conventional data to aid in evaluating test results. Data sweeps were done to determine the presence and severity of any static hysteresis. A test to assess if the aircraft benefited from using vortilons was also performed. Since total test-time was an important parameter to minimize, a designed experiment was developed to evaluate the data acquisition system sample times and determine how much it could be shortened, if at all. The standard sample time used in the facility was 10 seconds. In wind tunnel environments vibrations, flow turbulence, test rig motions and vibrations, etc., all add a relatively large amount of noise to the measurements so taking an average measurement is common practice. Based on years of testing, 10 seconds was determined to provide very robust and repeatable results. Screening tests were primarily done with props off due to the limited time available.
The second group of experiments was composed of five sets of DOE/RSM-based experiments. Each of the five sets was uniquely designed to model one of the four modes of flight: cruise, loiter, transition, and hover. The transition mode was split into a low-transition mode where the wing tilt ranged from 0°to 45°and a high-transition mode where the wing tilt ranged from 45°to 90°. The primary objective for the experiment was aerodynamic characterization of the GL-10 for all modes of flight. Experiments were designed for quadratic models and cubic terms, if present. In American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics general 3-factor interactions are aliased in such designs but the optimized design had substantial degrees-of-freedom that allowed some limited 3-factor terms and typical cubic terms with respect to alpha and beta to be uniquely identified. These objectives included obtaining a 95% confidence level on parameter estimates and a minimum 80% level for statistical power. The distributed electric propulsion (DEP) system enhances propulsion-aerodynamic interactions, however, from a modeling perspective this enhancement is a significant added complication given the potential for numerous complex interactions.
B. Facility and Model Details
Testing was performed in the NASA Langley 12-Foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel. Although only static testing was performed in this study, the facility is capable of both static and dynamic testing as well as a variety of flow visualization techniques. A side view of this test facility is shown in Fig. 6 . It is a closed-throat, atmospheric tunnel with an annular return. The test section is 8 sided, 12 feet wide, and 15 feet long. Angle of attack range is from -10° to 90°, sideslip range is -90° to 90°, and velocity can be varied from 0 to 77 fps. More details of the facility are provided in Ref. 8 .
A key feature of this facility is that both hardware and tunnel control software have been adapted to allow DOEbased testing in addition to conventional OFAT sweeps. The facility was modified to minimize mechanical slop and positioning errors and software was modified to allow pre-programmed, automated, and randomized movement through a DOE test matrix. The data acquisition system records and returns all commanded independent parameters and output measurements in the sequence requested and in a single output file. Force and moment measurements for the GL-10 test included data from a 6-component strain gauge balance inside the model. These data were averaged over a sampling period determined in an exploratory test discussed in the next section.
A significant change to tunnel software was also required to accommodate weight tare effects. Configuration changes that occur when the wing and tail are moved over a range of tilt angles result in longitudinal and vertical position changes of the center of gravity and thus weight tare effects are not constant during any DOE run. As a practical matter for this study, tares were measured at each test point for each complete block of runs. The tare runs were made with tunnel wind off and with motors off while recording forces and moments due to gravity. All independent factors, except for the motors, were set to their test point values during the tare run. To characterize the total force and moment contributions of the combined aerodynamic effects and propulsion effects, measurements were taken with wind on and propulsion on. The tunnel data acquisition and processing system applied tare values to the corresponding data points obtained in subsequent DOE runs with wind on and motors running. Additional model characterization was made with just propulsion systems on and wind off. Finally, a single engine without the aircraft body was investigated to characterize pure propeller effects.
The GL-10 wind tunnel model is a 56.25% scale model of a sub-scale flight test vehicle. Model wingspan is 70.2 inches, wing area is 361.2 square inches, and mean chord is 5.44 inches. The model represents a unique VTOL design with 10 propellers and 11 surface controls. Depending on the flight mode tested, a total of up to 23 factors were required. Tables 4-6 show the factors and factor ranges for each mode tested. Table 4 summarizes factors and factor ranges for the Cruise and Loiter modes. The primary difference between these two modes is in the range of angle of attack. Cruise mode was designed for normal aircraft flight at relatively low angles of attack from -5° to 10°. Loiter mode reflects the aircraft designer's intent for lower speed, high-lift flight near stall conditions. Consequently, the experiment for loiter mode was designed for a higher range of angle of attack where a more nonlinear aerodynamic response occurs. The loiter mode was tested in an alpha range covering 5° to 20°. Idle speed to maximum speed for the motors was specified to be 4000 rpm and 12000 rpm, respectively. Table 5 summarizes factors for the Transition mode. The main feature of this mode is the transition of the wing from a normal cruise position to a vertical 90° hover-mode position. The transition mode was tested in two wing-tilt ranges because the wing-tilt actuator was only capable moving the wing through 45°. The wing tilt position is measured from the stowed position (0° tilt) which places the wing at approximately 4°higher incidence than the fuselage water-line. Consequently the wing experiences approximately 4° higher alpha than the aircraft alpha. The low transition design used a wing-tilt factor range of 0° to 45° and the high transition design used 45° to 90°. Aircraft angle of attack was limited between 0 and 15 since the aircraft fuselage would not likely require very high angles of attack during transition. The expectation for this aircraft was that as the transition occurred from cruise to hover that the aircraft would substantially slow down with the fuselage remaining in relatively low pitch attitude and lower alpha while the wing would rapidly see higher angles of attack until reaching a 90 orientation to the fuselage.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Table 6 summarizes the 19 factors for Hover mode. In this mode the wing and tail are both locked vertically at 90°a nd tunnel velocity is set to zero. This setup represents the hover flight condition where without forward speed the aircraft alpha and beta are not defined. Limited resources prevented testing of various forward speeds for this and other modes.
C. Exploratory Experiments
Exploratory experiments were performed using both DOE and conventional test methods to observe aerodynamic behaviors and resolve several key issues. Key issues addressed in advance of the main DOE test were to determine minimum duration of time to sample data or "dwell time" and to assess the degree of static hysteresis present. As part of the exercise to look at hysteresis, the data also allowed observation and confirmation of expected aerodynamic nonlinearities. For this study, the range of sideslip was limited to a benign region of ±5°. This reflects the designer's expectation for controlled flight throughout all flight modes.
Other tests included a short test to determine if vortilons would improve lift during loiter. A vortilon is a flat plate attached to the underside of a wing designed to improve lift by generating a vortex from span wise flow that energizes the boundary layer over the wing. These tests demonstrated the vortilons to be ineffective. Designers believe the four engine pylons on each wing provided the same effect. Additional tests were performed as part of the preliminary testing that included checking for flutter, excessive vibrations, and balance sensitivity over a range of dynamic pressures. A dynamic pressure of 3.2 psf was chosen for the overall test.
Dwell Time Test
In light of the model complexity, numerous data points required, and limited test time available, a key preliminary step in this study was to find the minimum time required to obtain each data point without sacrificing statistical significance. Although in prior tests a range of data sampling strategies have been used, the default practice for static testing in this facility was to sample at 100 Hz, dwell at each test point for 10 seconds, and use the average value. An exploratory experiment using a nested FCD considered dwell times of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 seconds was designed to determine the minimum dwell time with adequate accuracy. The objective for this test was to evaluate dwell times over a wide range of test conditions and not to find a detailed model of the aerodynamic functions. Factors chosen included sideslip, angle of attack and dwell time. The nested FCD design space is illustrated in Fig. 7 using two of the three factors, dwell time and angle of attack. A similar chart exists for each factor pair. The figure shows the design construction as two blocks separating the inner and outer FCD. Aerodynamic force and moment measurements were obtained for the range of dwell times and angles of attack shown and over a broad range sideslip from -15° to +15°.
Using ANOVA, dwell time and its interactions were found to be insignificant at the 95% confidence level. These results set the sample times to two seconds for all subsequent experiments. This initial experiment provided an Fig. 8 show the normal force coefficient plotted versus angle of attack with the 95% confidence bands displayed as dashed lines. Sideslip is set to zero and overlapping measured points (red dots) reflect the small change in measurements with dwell time. The ANOVA for normal force is summarized in table 7 and shows that dwell time is not a significant factor, a result found for all aerodynamic coefficients. The ANOVA also shows the block effect is non-trivial. Further experimentation would need to include blocks to guard against unknown sources of variance. Residual diagnostics were consulted and found to support assumptions of normality, independence and constant variance. 
Aerodynamic Behavior and Hysteresis Check
A series of conventional sweeps were performed to determine if the aerodynamic models needed to reflect static hysteresis. Sweeps of increasing and decreasing angle of attack and sideslip revealed a level of static hysteresis that was not sufficiently large in any of the coefficients to require special modeling for that characteristic. An example of the limited hysteresis found is shown in Fig. 9 where relatively small differences are seen in normal force coefficient values for angles of attack above 5°. For this study, a slightly larger measurement error was deemed acceptable rather than increase the complexity of the models and experiment design to model the small hysteresis effects.
These data confirmed the aircraft designer's expectation that a stall break would occur in the 10° to 15° angle of attack range and lift would be well maintained after stall 10 . Since aerodynamic coefficients are very strong functions of angle of attack and sideslip, the data supported a separate low range test below 10°alpha for the cruise mode.
D. Experiments for Each Flight Mode
A common characteristic of the designs for each flight mode is that a combination of a nested FCD and I-optimal designs were used. Retaining the nested FCD ensured that each corner and edge of the factor ranges were tested. This feature is especially important in aerospace applications where the factors often represent aerodynamic surfaces with nonlinear response characteristics. Developing adequate flight control designs with adequate margins requires full characterization of the control power available to an aircraft.
Cruise & Loiter Modes
The final design for the 14-factor Cruise mode required 385 data points (or "runs" in DOE terminology). Final experiment design test points are shown for the Cruise mode in Fig. 10 . This is a representative set of test points shown in terms angle of attack and sideslip. The limited ranges for angle of attack (-5° to 10°) and sideslip (-5° to 5°) reflect the expectation of a conventional flight envelope in this mode. Similar graphics were obtained for any combination of factors considered. The four colors black, red, green, and blue, correspond to the test blocks 1 to 4, respectively. Blocks 1 and 2 define a nested FCD. Block 1 (black) is the outer FCD and block 2 (red) is the inner FCD. Block 3 (green) provided the optimized test points that minimize prediction error (I-optimal). Block 4 (blue) provided validation points and additional data if needed. 
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Loiter mode was tested using the same design as developed for the Cruise mode, except angle-of-attack range was shifted to cover alpha from 5° to 20°. Sideslip range remained the same ±5°. In this case, because the stall break was included some cubic behavior was expected with respect to angle of attack, in particular for the normal force coefficient.
Transition Modes: TransLo & TransHi
Transition mode was primarily defined by wing tilt. When the wing is stowed in normal flight, then the mode of flight is either Cruise or Loiter. When wing tilt is at 90°, the mode of flight is Hover. Consequently, Transition mode covers an extremely large range of angle of attack for the wing. Breaking this mode into separate tests based on angleof-attack ranges that reflect the aerodynamic behavior is the ideal case, however actuator constraints only allowed a maximum of 45° angle change. The solution chosen was to break the Transition mode into 2 tests: TransLo covering wing tilt from 0°to 45°and TransHi covering wing tilt from 45°to 90°. The actuator constraint also prevented a design that would have the high and low wing-tilt ranges overlap.
The final design for the 23-factor TransLo mode required 850 runs (test points). Final design test points are shown for the TransLo mode in Fig. 11 . The figure shows the nested FCD augmented with I-optimal test points. Angle of attack and sideslip are the two factors selected for this plot as representative of test points for all the modes and factors. The limited ranges for angle of attack (0° to 15°) and sideslip (-5° to 5°) reflect the expected flight envelope in this mode. Similar graphics were obtained for any combination of factors considered. The four colors black, red, green, and blue, correspond to the four design test blocks 1 to 4, respectively. Blocks 1 and 2 define a nested FCD and blocks 3 and 4 are the optimized test points chosen to minimize prediction error. A similar design with 850 runs was developed for the TransHi test except the range for wing tilt changed to cover 45°to 90°. Tail tilt was also adjusted differently between the two transition modes, since it was expected to roughly trend up and down with the wing tilt factor. A different actuator for tail tilt allowed an overlap in range between the high and low transition tests. In TransLo the tail tilt range covered -8°to 50°and in TransHi the range it was 45°to 98°. 3. Hover Mode Hover mode is characterized by both the wing and tail in a vertical configuration. The Hover mode test was designed to test flight conditions similar to take-off conditions without any wind or forward speed. Consequently the wind was off during this test and all the forces and moments were generated by the aircraft propulsion system. In this case with 19 factors, 622 runs were required to satisfy the design metrics described previously. Design patterns showing final design test points for each factor pair are very similar to that shown for the TransLo mode in Fig. 11 or the Cruise mode in Fig. 10 . The Hover mode test was designed using the same combination of a nested FCD blended with optimized test points chosen to minimize prediction error.
IV. Experimental Results
The data collected were analyzed using stepwise regression, a variation of ordinary least-squares regression, where regressors are added or removed in a sequential manner based on significance testing. Significance levels were set very high ( = 1%) to ensure only the most significant features of the aerodynamic models were retained. Cubic models were also evaluated to capture any important 3 rd order terms. Data analysis and significance testing were accomplished with the aid of Design Expert TM , a commercially available program. Final regressors were evaluated primarily through ANOVA, however engineering judgment was required to remove some terms that were still statistically significant. Although these terms were statistically significant they represented relatively small aerodynamic effects and were not consistent with symmetric aircraft aerodynamics. These terms may have arose due to anomalous sources such as tunnel-flow asymmetries, set-point errors, or measurement noise.
The final models in this study were not forced to have perfect symmetry. For example, no requirement was made that the right outboard flap have exactly the same control effectiveness as the left outboard flap. These types of differences reflect the nature of experimental testing. However, additional treatment of the models forcing perfect symmetry was done later for an aircraft simulation developed primarily for stability and control analysis and design. Delaying the imposition of symmetry initially allows complete discovery of all model characteristics as tested including any unexpected interactions that may be present. The measurements reflect responses of the system under test as well as the quality of the measurement tools, procedures, and facility itself. This approach allows any anomalies to be observed during testing and the use of engineering judgment to make corrections if and where needed. To moderate the length of this paper, only sample models from each mode will be shown graphically and details of ANOVA and model terms will be limited to one example in the TransLo region of the Transition mode.
A. Test Results for Cruise Mode
Analysis of Cruise mode data suggested that a quadratic model for normal force is adequate. Multiple correlation coefficients, (R 2 , adj-R 2 , prediction R 2 ) were estimated to be 98% or higher. R 2 indicates how well the variation in the model explains the total variation in the data; its values range between 0 and 1. Adj-R 2 adjusts for the number of parameters in the model, penalizing over-parameterization, and prediction R 2 provides a metric for the models ability to predict responses. Similar values were found for all six aerodynamic coefficients. These models cover all main effects, 2-factor interactions, and a variety of quadratic behaviors, such as normal force with angle of attack. A surface plot showing the estimated normal force model as a function of angle of attack and tail-tilt (Ttilt) is shown in Fig. 12 . Measured values are presented on the chart as red dots if they are above the predicted surface and pink dots if they are below. Limited measured values are shown for clarity. Five measured values are shown at the center of the range for each independent factor. The remaining factors were set to their mid-range values to create this surface. The factor values are shown in the legend.
B. Test Results for Loiter Mode
Analysis of Loiter mode data resulted in aerodynamic models that included main effects, 2-factor interactions, and quadratic behaviors. Cubic terms were also included in all coefficients except side force and rolling moment. Normal force presented a cubic behavior with angle of attack, as shown in Fig. 13 . The angle of attack region considered for Loiter mode captured the stall break and the very flat behavior beyond stall. Researchers hypothesize that the motor pylons act as large vortilons that enhance lift at high angles of attack. This is consistent with the result that adding vortilons to the wing had little effect. Pitching moment analysis also found a mixed cubic term, aoa 2 *Ttilt (A 
C. Test Results for Transition Mode
Transition mode presented the most challenging modeling problem. These models, including the various interactions, obtained through the DOE/RSM process would have been extremely difficult to detect and model using conventional OFAT methods. In this case all 23 factors were active and the largest ranges for wing tilt and tail tilt were in effect. Although aircraft angle of attack remained in a relatively modest range from 0°to 15°, the wing tilt and tail tilt were varied over a full 90°range which resulted in extreme local angles of attack on the wing and tail. Because of an actuator limitation the wing-tilt angle could only be varied through a range of 45°in one setup, consequently the transition region was broken into two ranges: (1) wing tilt covering a low range (TransLo) of 0°to 45°and (2) a high range (TransHi) of 45°to 90°. Resources did not allow testing at a series of lower speeds for this study, however this factor would normally be considered given the range of flight conditions in Transition mode.
TransLo Region
Analysis of Transition mode data, in the TransLo region, resulted in coefficient models that required some cubic and third-order mixed terms for all coefficients except side force. A quadratic model for side force was found to be adequate, reflecting the small range of sideslip tested. For normal force the model covers all main effects (Table 8a) , 2-factor interactions, and is predominately quadratic with one cubic term in wing-tilt and three third-order mixed terms in angle of attack, wing tilt, and tail tilt (A 2 L, AL 2 , LM 2 ). Higher order factors are shown in Table 8b . The tables provide values for standard ANOVA terms: Sum of Squares, degree-of-freedom (df), mean square (MS), F-statistic (F), and probability of the term being due to noise (p-value). The last column highlights significant terms, where pvalues were less than 1%. Two factor interactions shown in Table 8b are significant except for LM which has been retained due to hierarchy requirements 7 . Normally an undesirable result is Lack of Fit being significant. In this case the sources of error (tunnel flow, set-point error, measurement noise, etc.) contributed to some non-physical aircraft asymmetries and in turn non-physical polynomial terms being significant. Terms reflecting the non-physical behaviors were removed from the model and this resulted in significant Lack of Fit. Although not desirable, the result is an aircraft model with slightly poorer parameter estimates. A surface plot showing the estimated normal force model as a function of angle of attack and wing-tilt (Wtilt) is shown in Fig. 15 . The figure demonstrates the quadratic and cubic behavior in the normal force coefficient. To demonstrate normal-force model performance, model prediction versus actual measurements are presented in Fig. 16 . The figure validates the model by showing good prediction against measurements for all four blocks of data. Block 4 runs, shown in blue, are validation runs and model predictive performance was similar for models estimated using data from blocks 1 to 3 or using all data including block 4. Similar results were obtained for other coefficients.
The pitching moment model presents significant terms in main effects, 2-factor interactions, quadratic terms, one cubic term in wing-tilt, and six 3-factor interaction or mixed cubic terms (AMR, AMS, AMW, AMX, AL 2 , LM 2 ). A surface plot showing the estimated pitching moment model as a function of angle of attack and wing-tilt is shown in Fig. 17 . This figure highlights the interaction term AL 2 . To highlight the 3-factor interactions (AMW, AMX), Figs. 18a, 18b , and 18c, present 2-dimensional plots of the AM interaction terms for three tail engine (W, X) settings: low (4000 rpm), mid-range (8000 rpm), high (12000 rpm). The tail engines are set together at the same values. Fig. 18a presents the pitching moment versus tail tilt (M: Ttilt) for a low angle of attack (A: aoa = 0°) and a high angle of attack (A: aoa = 15°) with tail engines at mid-range or 8000 rpm. The need for the interaction term AM, a product of angle of attack (A) and tail tilt (M) is demonstrated by virtue of the two graphs not being parallel. Green measured points reflect the mid-range values and center points as one moves from the low to high angle-of-attack values. Figures 18b and 18c highlight the significant change in the interaction characteristic, i.e., the relationship between angle of attack (A) and tail-tilt (M) as the tail engines (W, X) are varied from idle to maximum rpm or from 4000 rpm to 12000 rpm. The significant variation in the AM interaction with tail engines required the AMW and AMX terms in the final model. Fig. 19 . In this case a relatively flat surface is presented for normal force against wing tilt and angle of attack with engines and other factors at their midrange values. Analysis for this case found that a cubic term was still statistically significant in wing tilt although only three 3-factor interaction or mixed cubic terms were required. The three terms were ALM, AL 2 , and LM
2
. These terms highlight the complex relationships between angle of attack, wing tilt and tail tilt. 
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D. Test results for Hover Mode
Analysis of Hover mode data produced quadratic models for all coefficients except side force which only required main effects terms. Multiple correlation coefficients, (R 2 , adj-R 2 , prediction R 2 ) fell into an acceptable range from 85% to 98% for all coefficients except side force. Side force correlation coefficients fell to less than 50%. In the Hover mode where wing and tail are vertical and wind tunnel air is off, only relatively small side forces can be generated. The primary side force generator is the rudder but without forward velocity it provides no significant side force. Figure  20 shows the yawing moment as a function of left-wing outboard flap and left-wing outboard engine. The figure highlights the expected interaction between the outboard flap directly behind the outboard engine, showing significantly more yawing moment as the engine rpm is increased. 
V. Concluding Remarks
Static tests were conducted at the NASA Langley 12 Foot wind tunnel to model all six aerodynamic coefficients over a large flight envelope for an advanced design concept designated as GL-10. This design is a subscale VTOL aircraft with distributed electric propulsion and tilting wing and tail surfaces. Because of the vehicle complexity conventional test methods were impractical. To overcome this issue a series of tests were designed using DOE/RSM methods. This design process allowed for specification of a general regression model for all force and moment coefficients which included any potential interactions. This was a necessity for testing a new configuration with so many factors and many unknown or unproven effects. ANOVA and significance testing supported model building, showing the relative importance of each model term and its statistical significance. Blocking and randomization provided protection against any lurking noise sources. Benefits of blocking to the hover mode testing were direct as analysis of the residuals in the blocks showed a slight lack of independence. By limiting the testing to short blocks the effect was quantified and minimized. The RSM designs make use of nested FCDs augmented with I-optimal test points to create successful designs. These designs allowed models to be determined in a statistically significant and extremely efficient manner that captured factor interactions that would not likely have been found in a conventionally designed experiment. The series of tests included exploratory tests to define factor ranges, model order, and provide some conventional data for comparison. In addition, a specific DOE test to determine the minimum required data dwell time resulted in reducing the traditional sample duration time by a factor of five. This work supports research at NASA in developing advanced configurations, simulations, and advanced control designs.
Several lessons learned, to date, from testing a complex aircraft using DOE/RSM are worth noting: Factor changes should be automated for maximum testing efficiency. Factor changes should be individually calibrated and measured to ensure test states are accurately known even if not accurately achieved. Ideally, factor commands should be set using feedback control to minimize set point error which, in turn, maximizes effectiveness of the experiment design and accuracy of replication points needed to assess pure error. 4000.00 4800.00 5600.00 6400.00 7200.00 8000.00 8800.00 9600.00 10400.00 11200.00 12000.00 Using a DOE/RSM modeling approach will capture and combine any asymmetries present in the test setup or the test facility. This has the advantage of providing the experimenter with early warnings of any settings not being achieved or highlighting issues with test apparatus. However, if perfectly symmetric models are needed, such as in simulation of symmetric flaps, then post processing of the models is required. Ideally, software that allows processing of data and presentation of results to the researcher during the experiment is preferred over delayed batch processing. Online presentation of data including any conventional measurements adds efficiency and limits the need for re-running tests. Once the software and communication process was established to bring the DOE test matrix to the test facility, some efficiency was gained by running conventional tests through the same framework. An efficient tare method (wind off removal of gravity forces) should be devised especially for aircraft that undergo configuration changes resulting in c.g. shifts during the tests. One approach is to use DOE/RSM to create a tare model. Since the DOE test matrix is independent of calibration curves, unnecessary re-calculation of the test matrix is avoided by implementing calibration curves as part of the test facility system. Limited resources prevented additional testing for this study, however a series of different test velocities should be anticipated when testing aircraft with propellers.
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